$403,795 DONATED
$403,795 worth of donations collected throughout the back-to-school season

31,763 STUDENTS
Thousands of kids returned to classrooms with the supplies they need to begin the year feeling prepared

75 SCHOOL DISTRICTS
 Communities across Oregon and SW Washington benefited from your hard work

114 COMMUNITY COLLECTION SITES
Businesses came together to host supply drives for thousands of students

THANK YOU FOR MAKING A DIFFERENCE BY SUPPORTING THE 2023 KGW SCHOOL SUPPLY DRIVE!

Special thanks to:
THANK YOU TO OUR AMAZING COMMUNITY PARTNERS

ACORN DENTISTRY FOR KIDS, AESTHETIC MEDICINE, ALIGN PRECISION, ANTFARM YOUTH SERVICES, ASPIRE CHIROPRACTIC, AUTOMATIC FIRE SPRINKLERS, BETHANY WEST APARTMENTS, BISHOPS, BOOMERANG THERAPY WORKS, BROADWAY MEDICAL CLINIC, BUCKLEY LAW, BUSINESS OREGON, CANBY HISTORICAL SOCIETY, CAREOREGON, CARRINGTON COLLEGE, CASCADE COUNSELING AND CONSULTING, CITY WIDE FACILITY SOLUTIONS, CLARITY INNOVATIONS, COMMUNITY WAREHOUSE, CONSUMER CELLULAR, COURTESY FORD LINCOLN, CREEKSIDE VILLAGE RETIREMENT, D&C MOTOR COMPANY, DEVONSHIRE MANOR APARTMENTS, DIRECT MARKETING SOLUTIONS, DOUBLETREE BY HILTON PORTLAND, DOWNTOWN SELF STORAGE, ECO-PAN, INC, ELLIOTT & MURREY COFFEE ROASTERS, EPSON PORTLAND INC., FALCONER-CHAPMAN K-8 SCHOOL, FRAZER BOUTIQUE/LULAROE ANGIE FRAZER, GMC PROPERTIES CORPORATION, GREEN MART, GRIFOLS BIOMAT, HAIR SALON, HILLSBORO WEST SELF STORAGE, HILLSDALE ORTHODONTICS, HYATT REGENCY PORTLAND, JEANNINE MURRELL INSURANCE AGENCY INC, KELSO-LONGVIEW ELKS, KITCHEN KABOODLE, LAKEMONT RIDGE & ABBEY CREEK APARTMENTS, LEGACY-GOHEALTH URGENT CARE, LEVEL BEER, LINDSAY HART, LLP, LIONHEART COFFEE COMPANY, LITTLE KITCHEN ACADEMY, MAHLUM ARCHITECTS, INC., MARSH, MASSMUTUAL OREGON, MATTRESS WAREHOUSE USA, MAURICES 2284, MCIINNIS FINANCIAL, MCLOUGHLIN PLACE SENIOR LIVING, MENCHIES MILL PLAIN CROSSING, MODA HEALTH, MODERN MACHINERY, MOSES LAKE INDUSTRIES, NATIONAL WOMEN'S COALITION AGAINST VIOLENCE & EXPLOITATION (NWCAVE), NEIL KELLY REMODELING CO., NORTHWEST EYE CARE PROFESSIONALS, OREGON RAIL HERITAGE CENTER, OREGON SURGICAL INSTITUTE, PARK 19 APARTMENT – GREYSTAR, PARK CREST COMMONS, PBS ENGINEERING AND ENVIRONMENTAL, PDX PROPERTY GROUP, PEPPER'S MEXICAN GRILL, PERKINS COIE, PINE TREE PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY, POINT FORWARD WEALTH ADVISORS, PORTLAND MOOSE LODGE 291 AND CHAPTER 297, PURE BARRE TANASBOURNE, R&H CONSTRUCTION, REEDVILLE CAFÉ, RESER'S FINE FOODS, INC., RESET BUTTON ARCADE, RESOURCE FINANCIAL PLANNING, INC, SAWBUCK APARTMENTS, SHERATON PORTLAND AIRPORT HOTEL, SOUTHLAND INDUSTRIES, STAFFORD HOMES AND LAND, STEVENS CREEK APARTMENTS, SUBLIME CLOTHING, SULZER PUMPS (US) INC., SUNRIDGE DENTAL CARE, TAYLOR VISUAL IMPRESSIONS, THE GODDARD SCHOOL BETHANY, THE GOOD & EVIL WRAP CO, THE HUMBLE PIG CAFÉ, THE VIEW RESTAURANT & LOUNGE, THERAPEUTIC ASSOCIATES PHYSICAL THERAPY, THINKER TOYS, TOYOTA MOTOR SALES PORTLAND PARTS DISTRIBUTION CENTER, TUMWATER VINEYARD, TVZ WEALTH ADVISORS – AMERIPRISE, UNICO PROPERTIES, URBAN RENAISSANCE GROUP, USI INSURANCE SERVICES, VISAGE EYEWEAR, VLMK ENGINEERING + DESIGN, VOODOO DOUGHNUT, WATERLINE APARTMENTS – GREYSTAR, WATLOW ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURING, WFG TITLE-GRESHAM BRANCH, WILLAMETTE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH
Schoolhouse Supplies
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